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ABSTRACT
Curative surgical resection is considered the most effective treatment option to achieve erm survival in patients 

with pancreatic cancer. In performing a Distal Pancreatectomy (DP) for left–sided pancreatic cancer, there are two 

main approaches to dissection: proceeding from left to right and from right to left. The conventional DP procedure 

was the Standard Retrograde Pancreatosplenectomy (SRPS), with a left–to–right dissection, and then the radical 

antegrade Modular Pancreatosplenectomy (RAMPS), with a right–to–left dissection, was developed. A greater 

number of harvested lymph nodes and an increase in R0 resection have been achieved in RAMPS as compared to 

SRPS; however, oncological outcomes, including patient survival, are comparable in these procedures. Recently, 

Minimally Invasive Distal Pancreatectomy (MIDP) using laparoscopy for pancreatic cancer has been advanced. The 

MIDP also has not been enough to show oncological benefits as compared with an open DP. Additional randomized 

controlled trials should be conducted to clarify the impacts and benefits of each surgical approach in performing DP 

for cancer of the body or tail of the pancreas.
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INTRODUCTION
Pancreatic cancer is the fifth most common cause of cancer
death, and the annual death toll has reached 34,900 in Japan.
The vast majority of pancreatic cancer patients are diagnosed
with locally advanced or unresectable disease, and most patients
experience relapse after treatment [1]. Although a treatment
strategy including diagnostics and adjuvant therapies has been
advanced in recent decades, surgical resection still remains the
gold-standard treatment option to achieve long–term survival in
patients with pancreatic cancer. In performing a Distal
Pancreatectomy (DP) for left–sided pancreatic cancer, there are
two main approaches to dissection: proceeding from left to right
and from right to left [2,3]. Furthermore, Minimally Invasive
Distal Pancreatectomy (MIDP) utilizing laparoscopic or robotic
techniques has advanced dramatically and has become more
prevalent in recent years. The first Laparoscopic DP (LDP) was
reported by Cuschieri, and MIDP including LDP has become a

safe and effective surgical option for pancreatic disorders,
including malignant tumors [4].

Recent Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs), meta–analyses,
and systematic reviews have revealed that short–term outcomes
after DP, such as intraoperative blood loss and hospital stay,
were significantly improved with MIDP as compared to open DP
[5-8]. However, there is no evidence to prove oncological
superiority among pancreatic dissection techniques or surgical
approaches, including MIDP and open DP, in the management
of left–sided pancreatic cancer.
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THE BODY OR TAIL OF THE
PANCREAS
Pancreatosplenectomy is the standard surgical procedure for
cancer of the body or tail of the pancreas. This procedure, which
involves an en bloc mobilization of the spleen and pancreas in a
left–to–right dissection, was initially performed by
Trendelenburg and then established by Mayo in 1913 as the so–
called Standard Retrograde Pancreatosplenectomy (SRPS) [2,9].
To achieve more complete tumor clearance with negative
posterior surgical margins and radical lymphadenectomy around
the body and tail of the pancreas, Strasberg demonstrated a
modified SRPS for left–sided pancreatic cancer in 2003, namely,
Radical Antegrade Modular Pancreatosplenectomy (RAMPS) [3].
The surgical concepts of RAMPS are as follows: (1) right–to–left
dissection to control the major vessels initially, (2) modular
setting of the dissection plane behind the body and tail of the
pancreas to obtain negative posterior margins, and (3) complete
lymph node clearance around the body and tail of the pancreas
[3,10]. RAMPS achieved a high R0 resection rate of 82%–89.3%
in open surgery for advanced pancreatic cancer [10,11].
Moreover, systematic reviews and meta–analyses comparing
RAMPS and SRPS for left–sided pancreatic cancer revealed that
the number of lymph nodes harvested and the R0 resection rate
were significantly greater in RAMPS than in SRPS, without an
increase in intraoperative blood loss or postoperative
complications [12-15].

However, there were no significant differences between the two
surgical techniques with regard to recurrence rates, disease–free
survival, and overall survival [12-15]. In addition, laparoscopic
and robotic RAMPS showed no superiority in terms of the
number of lymph nodes harvested, the R0 resection rate,
intraoperative blood loss, and postoperative complications as
compared to open SRPS in well–selected left–sided pancreatic
cancer using matched–pair analysis [16]. No RCT has been
published as of the time of our research comparing left–to–right
and right–to–left dissection techniques in the management of
cancer of the body or tail of the pancreas both in the minimally
invasive and open methods.

ONCOLOGICAL OUTCOMES IN MIDP
MIDP is strongly recommended over open DP in treating
benign or low–grade malignant tumors because of lower blood
loss during surgery, equivalent complication rates, and a shorter
hospital stay [6-8,17]. However, previous systematic reviews and
meta–analyses showed comparable oncological outcomes with
regard to cancer–free resection margin, disease–free survival,
and overall survival between MIDP and open DP in patients
with left–sided pancreatic cancer [5,8,13-15,17].

Furthermore, a large international retrospective cohort study of
DP for left–sided pancreatic cancer identified Gerota’s fascia
resection, R0 resection, and a decreased lymph node ratio to be
significant prognostic predictors for overall survival after DP in
patients with left–sided pancreatic cancer, whereas MIDP did
not show improved patient survival as compared with open DP
[18]. At present, MIDP seems to be a feasible, safe, and
oncologically equivalent technique when managing well–selected

patients with left–sided pancreatic cancer at high–volume
centers with experienced surgeons [17,19]. To clarify the
oncological benefits of MIDP, properly conducted RCTs will
provide a further evidence of the benefits of MIDP for the
management of left–sided pancreatic cancer.

CONCLUSION
Both MIDP and open DP play an important role in the
management of pancreatic disorders, including benign and
malignant tumors. Future studies including RCTs should be
conducted to clarify the impacts and benefits of each surgical
approach in performing DP for cancer of the body or tail of the
pancreas.
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